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The Elm Tree
Whilst sorting through some old papers
(as we all do occasionally!) I discovered
an article from an old Family History
Magazine where the author had written to
his 6th great-grandfather and wondered what he would say.
This led me to wonder what I would say if I had the
opportunity to speak to my 7th great-grandfather William
Low, born about 1640 in Oxfordshire.

Family Tree Maker
(Day)
The first Friday of the month at
Wadham House
1:00 pm start.
Cost $2.00
johndd@iinet.net.au
Next Meeting 2019:
7 June

Remember that 1640 was the time of the Civil War.
How could I explain and how would he understand:
•	The Internet and the World Wide Web search
facility?
•	Weapons used in war that could destroy tens of
thousands of persons instantly.
•	That I can travel from England to Australia (which
did not yet exist) on the other side of the globe in
17 hours non-stop! (Always provided he thought the
world was round!
•	The telephone, TV and radio, photographs in a box
where you can instantly see the image!
•	And of course, Man’s first f light followed by Man’s
first walk on the Moon!
•
And, so much more!
I imagine he would believe me to be mad and speaking of
things which were not possible, indeed, in 1640 they were not
possible.
We live in an amazing time and take so much brilliant
technology for granted. We complain when the Internet is
a little slow or heaven forbid, actually drops out! Or worse,
when the mobile network goes down and we are forced to
actually talk to people face to face.
Reading this article made me stop and appreciate the
amazing world in which we live.
And as usual to finish with a laugh:
•
I don’t trip over things, I do random gravity checks!
•	I don’t need anger management. I need people to stop
upsetting me!
•
Old age is coming at a really bad time!
•	I don’t have grey hair. I have “wisdom highlights”.
I’m just very wise.
Doug Elms President

president@vicgum.asn.au				

GUM Self-Help
Groups

GUM

Family Tree Maker
(Evening)
The third Monday of the month
at Wadham House
7:30 pm start.
Cost $2.00
ftmusers@vicgum.asn.au
Next Meeting 2019:
17 June
Geelong & Bellarine
FTM Group
Meeting the third Monday of
each month at South Barwon
Community Centre,
Mt Pleasant Rd, Belmont
4:30 - 6:00 pm
Contact Maree

marcusgrove10@bigpond.com.au

Next Meeting 2019:
17 June

Ballarat FTM Group
Meeting the Third Sunday of
the month

At McDonalds (Golden Arches)
Sturt Street Ballarat.
at 1:00 pm
Contact Maureen
chatty44@bigpond.com
Next Meeting 2019:
21 July
				
			GUM
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Family Tree Maker 2017 Web Clipping

I

was looking back at my list of Family
Tree Maker GUM articles and much to
my surprise I have never done a dedicated
article on the web clipping function in the
application. Whilst I am sure that I have
touched on it as part of wider articles on the
Web Search Workspace, a dedicated article is
missing. So time to correct it. Incidentally, the
concept of web clipping is not unique to Family
Tree Maker. Other applications support web
clipping, e.g. Evernote, Onenote Web Clipper,
Nimbus Clipper and Notebook Web Clipper
are some other applications that come to mind.
They don’t necessarily work exactly like the
web clipping tool in Family Tree Maker, but
the principle is the same.

What does Web Clipping Do?
Web clipping is in essence a fabulous feature in Family Tree Maker (both Win and Mac) that allows
you from within the application, capture by what is called web clipping, Facts, Notes and Media
from just about any web site (for free) as well as the web site URL as a source and an archive of the
web site as a media item. It allows you to merge these data into your family file and your hand never
leaves the mouse.
I call it an “Arhhhh” feature because every time we show it at a workshop or seminar we get a
collective “Arhhhh” from the audience with a comment, “Oh, when was that added to Family Tree
Maker?”. We then point out that it is not some just-released enhancement, but has been in Family
Tree Maker since version 2008 (released in 2007) or for some seven Family Tree Maker Windows
versions and four Family Tree Maker Mac versions or thereabouts, about eleven years ago. Yet it is
not particularly well known. Time to fix that.

Resources
In researching this article, I came across a web clipping tutorial in the Family Tree Maker Online
Support https://support.mackiev.com/ (my Aladdin’s Cave) at: https://support.mackiev.com/801595Using-web-clipping-to-save-information-to-a-tree-in-Family-Tree-Maker.
In the Companion Guide (2017) Win it is covered quite
extensively on pages 139~144 and in the 2017 Mac
Companion Guide it is pages 134~140). Incidentally, I had
both my Companion Guides retrospectively spiral bound
and they now sit f lat on my desk at any open page. Much
better than the ‘perfect binding’. Note ‘perfect binding’
is a bookbinder’s term for a type of bookbinding, not a
description of how good the binding is.

Getting Started with Web Clipping
People who attend my Family Tree Maker User Group or Workshops will know that I always
demonstrate web clipping using my mythical ancestor ‘Ned Kelly’, who became a bit of a folk hero
but was eventually hanged for shooting three policemen. The judge was one Sir Redmond Barry and
he had a very colourful life as well. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redmond_Barry.
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I will use Ned Kelly as an example for demonstrating web clipping simply because there are plenty
of links to him on Google. It always helps if your ancestor was a criminal or royalty, preferably both
as there are lots of links.
So highlighting Ned Kelly I go to the Web Search Workspace.
Now the first nice feature is that there are
a number of Family History Sites listed as
search locations. I selected good old Google.
Family Tree Maker populates the search
fields. All I am doing is a garden variety or
vanilla search in Google for, in this case, Ned
Kelly. This is using the built in web browser
in Family Tree Maker, which since patch 23.2,
is a New Windows Embedded Browser. SMK

notes:

“We have used components from the Chromium Embedded Framework (CEF) to create a new,
secure custom browser to replace the obsolete (and now unsupported) IE 11 embedded browser in
the Web Search workspace. This eliminates serious compatibility issues with Ancestry.com and
FamilySearch.org, and provides noticeably faster Web search performance. (Note: The Mac edition
will continue to use the Apple WebKit Safari framework.)”.
As expected, Google comes up with a number of suggested links and I selected the Australian
Dictionary of Biography for Ned Kelly as it contains the three things that I am looking for namely,
Facts e.g. Dates and Places, Media (a picture of Ned Kelly) and lots of lovely notes. What you select
of course will depend on who you are searching for and of course searching on Google and many
other sites is free. Web Clipping in Family Tree Maker has nothing to do with paid subscriptions
to Ancestry or any other paid site. You are doing a simple search in a web browser which just
happens to be running inside Family Tree Maker, and you are even provided with some site links.

Now turn on Web Clipping
In the Web Search Workspace either go to Search>Enable
Web clipping or in FTM Windows click on the scissors icon.
Now for reasons that I don’t understand, in the Mac version
the search icon equivalent is a ‘meaningless blob’. Come on
SMK developers, please change it to a similar scissors icon
like the Windows version. Earlier Windows versions also
had the blob until it was changed to scissors, but why has the
Mac version missed out?
Now we are looking for three types of information
 Facts
 Media
 Notes

Tabs
These tabs control what data web clipping collects.
We are going to use all three, Facts, Media and Notes.
Also notice the two buttons next to Person from your
tree. The pencil icon allows you to do quick edits on
a person and the second icon is an index, You can
also use F2.
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Facts
Click on the Facts Tab
Now using your mouse with the left mouse button, carefully select the
first fact you want to clip. In my case it is Ned Kelly’s birth date. After
you have selected it, when you release the left mouse a box with field
names appears letting you map the Fact. In this example it is a Birth
date. Family Tree Maker places the date in the right hand lower panel in
preparation for a later merge.
Repeat by highlighting the next fact [say] the death date and then go
back to the well again and clip the birth place. Keep clipping all the Facts
that you want. You can clip as many Facts as you want.

Media
Click on the Media tab then select the image. Notice that it becomes
surrounded by ‘ants’. Just left click and the image is clipped to the
merge box. Of course repeat this for any other media items. Note: I
have found that the image must be small enough to be surrounded by
‘ants’. If it is a large image (unfortunately larger than a page (or screen)
as in Trove, it is almost impossible to clip the image.

Notes
Click on the Notes Tab than select the
notes that you want. Again a single
Notes field box appears and click on
the ‘Insert note’ button.
Now you have web clipped the three
categories but before you merge there
is one more thing to do.

Archive Copy (this is neat!!!)
When you merge your clipped items Family Tree Maker will also save
the site URL as a source. In this case it was http://adb.anu.edu.au/
biography/kelly-edward-ned-3933. But as some of you will point out
to me, URL sites can vanish and may not be available in the future so
what good is capturing the URL link if it could vanish?
Well, if you also click the archive icon next to the scissors icon (Win)
or the blob icon (Mac) Family Tree Maker saves the site as an .mht file
in your Media Workspace. So even if the site disappears, you still can
view the data that was on the site in your Media Workspace.
In this example the file is named:
Mac\Home\Documents\Family Tree Maker\Kelly Media\Page Archive - Ned Kelly.mht
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Note: mht file
MHT is a Web page archive file format. The archived Web page is an MHTML (short for MIME
HTML) document. MHTML saves the Web page content and incorporates external resources, such
as images, applets, Flash animations and so on, into HTML documents.
In Internet Explorer, when you save a Web page as a Web archive, the page is saved as an MHT file.
Any relative links in the HTML (those that don’t include all information about the location of the
content but assume all content is in a directory on the host server) will be remapped so the content
can be located.

Final Merge
Now with your Facts, Media, Notes and Archive all nestled
in the right hand lower pane simply click merge and all the
information is now where it all should be in your Family
Tree Maker family file.
Before you merge you can click on the tabs in turn to see
what information you have. In this screen shot I have shown
the three Facts that I have clipped.
So finally click on the Merge icon and your clipped information is all correctly merged in the
correct places in Family Tree Maker. As noted, your hand hasn’t even left your mouse!

Copyright
Note you are clipping information from anywhere in the internet and some pages may be protected
by copyright. Family Tree Maker displays a warning notice in the merge pane.

Final Comments
Web Clipping is a wonderful tool in Family Tree Maker that lets you exploit all the extensive data
on the web with the benefit of thoroughly capturing data from a web site together with a source and
an archive. It also avoids typos and it is free. I encourage you to use it.

John Donaldson										GUM
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David’s DNA Discoveries Part 6
In your Ancestry DNA screen you will have noticed another new part of the screen which is the
Ancestry ThruLines and these replace the DNA Circles.

When you click on the button to Explore ThruLines you are taken to a screen which shows a
photo, if you have put one on your tree, of your direct line ancestors and displays them by each
generation.
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A word of caution which Ancestry has put at the top of the page that they use Ancestry trees to
suggest relationships and as we all know there are some particularly dodgy trees out there.
“ThruLines uses Ancestry trees to suggest how you may be related to your DNA matches through
these common ancestors.”
If you are using the ThruLines for the first time I recommend clicking on each of your ancestors
in turn just to see what is displayed. In my case as none of my siblings or first cousins have done
an Ancestry DNA test then I should only see myself. If any of your siblings have done the Ancestry
DNA test then they would show up alongside you. The same applies for first cousins.
This is what is displayed for you and your father:

I have to go to my paternal great grandfather before I can get a Thruline to show up:

And I get a second twice removed cousin as a match with the amount of centimorgans and number
of segments displayed. We have proven our relationship by corresponding to each other.
It is when I go to my paternal great-great grandfather that the display them becomes interesting:
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My grandfather’s sister Jemima’s line has been exploded out so that I can see the names of her
descendants and I now have my great grandfather’s sisters Susan & Margaret with descendants.
Susan has one line but if you look closely Margaret has 3 DNA matches under her.
In the next picture I have exploded Margaret’s line and it shows 2 descendant lines through her son,
John and one through her daughter Isabella. So I am now beginning to get a better picture of how I
am related to some of my DNA matches.

Once you get beyond the 4th or 5th generations back your DNA matches start becoming very
interesting. As there are often matches that you may not have done any work with to establish a
relationship.
I have 6 DNA matches who are descendants of my 4 X Great Grandfather and 2 of them that I have
not been aware of until I started going through my ThruLines.
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One of the things that I find really good is that you can move your matches back and forth across
the screen and this helps you understand the relationships between your matches also.
You must also be aware of Potential Ancestors and what
they may be in relation to you:
In this case William Duncan is not one of my ancestors
as he is the father of my great grandmother’s step-father
and not a blood relation.
I think ThruLines are a great new tool in the neverending quest to help establish DNA matches but also will
help in potentially breaking down any brick walls.
So take your time and slowly work through them and
enjoy learning more about your family.

David Steven											GUM
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Honorary Life Memberships to
Victorian GUM Inc.
The highest honour that can be awarded to a GUM member is to confer an Honorary Life
Membership.
According to our Rules of Association, (http://www.vicgum.asn.au/images/VicGUM_
RulesOfAssociation.pdf) two members may be nominated each year as Life Members.

(1) Honorary Life members
(a)

An Honorary Life Membership may be awarded for outstanding service to the Association.

(b) 	A maximum of two Honorary Life Memberships may be granted each year. Honorary Life
Members have membership and voting rights.
(c)

An Honorary Life Membership can only be awarded if —

(i) 	Two financial members of the Association nominate a candidate to the Committee at least
two months prior to the Annual General Meeting; and
(ii)

The Committee chooses to recommend the nomination to the Annual General Meeting; and

(iii) 	A majority of two-thirds of those present and entitled to vote at the Annual General
Meeting confirm the award.
So this is the start of the two-months notice period. If you wish to nominate someone you need to
obtain a seconder and send the nomination, (there is no special form) signed by both the nominator
and the seconder along with a short statement as to why the nomination is being made, to:
The Secretary,
Victorian GUM Inc.
PO Box 397
Collins Street West Victoria 8007
by Friday 12th July 2019
This is your opportunity to honour a fellow GUM member who you believe has done an
outstanding job for Victorian GUM.
Note: GUM lost two life members in the last 12 months, Bill Gunther, a GUM Treasurer for 20 years
and Graeme Simpson Vice President for 20 years. Both were great servants to GUM. In line with a
motion passed at an AGM many years ago, GUM Life Members are listed each month in the GUM
newsletter — see page 29.
We didn’t receive any nominations in 2018 or 2017 so this is the next opportunity.

Current Life Members
Bruce Fullarton
John Wolff
Merv Leeding
Robyn Fisher
Laurie Thompson
John Donaldson
Doug Elms
												GUM
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PORT PHILLIP DISTRICT
1841 CENSUS
SUMMARY LIST SURNAMES
The latest database to be added to the collection of early Victorian records at
www.portphillipdistrict.info contains the names of over 1,200 heads of households in the
Melbourne area in 1841. Though this census had a nominal date of 2 March 1841, it took about a
month to complete.
The Port Phillip District of New South Wales was divided into the Counties of Bourke, Grant and
Normanby and Commissioners Districts of Western Port and Portland Bay for the recording of
statistics. This showed a total population of 11,738 persons (8,274 males and 3,464 females) for the
Port Phillip District.
For each household a two page form was completed and the statistical information from it then
transferred to summary sheets. The totals from the summary sheets were then transferred to
statistical tables. Most of the household returns and summary sheets were then either sent to
England or destroyed. However the householder returns for the outer Melbourne area (covering
an area circling Melbourne from Dandenong to Plenty to Pascoe Vale to Werribee) somehow
survived, together with the summary sheets for this outer Melbourne area and also the township of
Melbourne (County of Bourke). They are now held by the State Archives and Records Authority of
New South Wales in Sydney, with copies held by the Public Record Office of Victoria in Melbourne.
They are also available on microfilm as part of the Genealogical Research Kit which was published
by the then Archives Authority of New South Wales (microfilms 2222 and 2509).
Many claims were made that the information collected was not entirely accurate. The “Port Phillip
Patriot” newspaper reported that “So far as we can learn the duty has been done in a very slovenly
manner, both in town and country the returns must consequently be very incorrect. We are told of
several back lanes in Melbourne, where neither of the collectors ever made their appearance, and
we know of an estate in the country where two families, comprising about a dozen individuals,
were altogether passed over.” The surviving records themselves also contain numerous obvious
errors.
However, the records that have survived are a valuable source of information for genealogists and
historians and are well worth consulting.

Alexander Romanov Hughes							GUM
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Genealogy’s Often-Misspelled Words
You might want to save this article someplace. I have no
idea why, but many of the words used in researching your
family tree are difficult to spell. I constantly see spelling
errors in messages posted on various genealogy web sites.
When someone misspells a word, it feels like they are
shouting, “I don’t know what I’m doing!”
Here are a few words to memorize:

					

Genealogy – No, it is not spelled “geneology” nor is it
spelled in the manner I often see: “geneaology.” That last
word looks to me as if someone thought, “Just throw all
the letters in there and hope that something sticks.” For
some reason, many newspaper reporters and their editors
do not know how to spell this word. Don’t they have spell 		
checkers?

Cemetery – The letter “a” does not appear anywhere in the word “cemetery.” You can remember the
spelling by an old saying, “We go to the cemetery with E’s.” (ease)
Ancestor – This simple word is often spelled “ancester,” “ansester,” or “ansestor.”
Ancestry – This word is often misspelled “ancestory.” I often see errors when someone is referring
to the ancestry.com online web site as “ancestory.com.”
History – More than once I have seen someone refer to their “family histroy” or “family histry.”
Descent – Perhaps not as common, but I have seen this spelled as “decent,” which sounds almost
the same.
Descendant – it often appears as descendent, descentent and many others.
Grantor versus Grantee – In land records, the grantor is the one who sells or gives (grants) the
land while the grantee is the one who receives.
Copyright – Then there is Copyright versus Copywrite. Just remember that it is always right to
copy, not write to copy.
Progenitor – I can never remember how to spell this word. I simply try to avoid it when I am
writing!
Two other words often are confused: immigrant and emigrant. Another variation is immigration
versus emigration. According to Merriam-Webster Dictionary at http://www.merriam-webster.
com, an emigrant is “a person who leaves a country or region to live in another one” while an
immigrant is “a person who comes to a country to live there.” To repeat, an emigrant leaves while
an immigrant arrives.
The late Dick Pence was quite a storyteller, and once he told of an online genealogy article he wrote
in which he poked fun at common spelling errors by genealogists. He deliberately misspelled ten
different words in the article, including most of the words I listed above. In the text of the article,
he never mentioned that the article was a tongue-in-cheek attempt at humour.
Dick soon received an email message from an irate lady who apparently didn’t realize it was a
deliberate attempt at humour. She scolded him for his spelling errors, writing, “Mr. Pence, you
should be ashamed of yourself. I am an English teacher and I want to tell you that I found seven
spelling errors in your article!” (Thank you to my four proof readers. Ed)

Dick Eastman										GUM
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Photos from Wyong

A few photos from the
Family Tree Maker
Workshop at Wyong on
31 March 2019.
Presenters David Stephen
and Malcolm Kingston
					GUM
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The End of the Desktop?
Microsoft is introducing the Windows Virtual Desktop, and ushering in the end of the
traditional PC desktop operating system.
I’ve been predicting for a while that Microsoft is moving us away from its PC-centric Windows
operating system to a cloud-based rental version of Windows. Now, with the Windows Virtual
Desktop beta finally showing up, we’re a step closer to the death of the PC.
I’m old enough to remember how the PC changed everything. Before it, computer users depended
on time-sharing systems and dumb terminals, and the companies or schools that owned the
centralized computing power called all the shots. After it, we all had our own computing power
right on our desks, to do with as we pleased.
The arrival of the beta Windows Virtual Desktop is a harbinger of the end of the PC era. We’re
about to take a big step back to the centralized/controlled past.

And maybe that’s OK for most people. I’ve noticed that, even as our lives become ever more centred
around technology, fewer people actually are interested in the technology itself. Oh, they love using
it, but understanding it at a deep level? Not so much.
Of course, at one time, to get any work done with a computer, you first had to learn a lot, about
computers, operating systems, commands and more. Eventually, “friendly” became the most
important adverb in computing circles, and we’ve reached the point in user-friendliness that people
don’t even talk about it anymore. Today, Google has shown with its Chrome OS that most of us can
pretty much do anything we need to do on a computer with just a web browser.
But Google’s path is not Microsoft’s path. Instead, it’s moving us first to Windows as desktop as
a service (DaaS) via Microsoft Managed Desktop (MMD). This bundles Windows 10 Enterprise,
Office 365 and Enterprise Mobility + Security and cloud-based system management into Microsoft
365 Enterprise.
The next step, Windows Virtual Desktop, enables companies to virtualize Windows 7 and 10,
Office 365 ProPlus apps and other third-party applications on Azure-based virtual machines. If all
goes well, you’ll be able to subscribe to Windows Virtual Desktop this USA autumn.
Of course, Virtual Desktop is a play for business users — for now. I expect Virtual Desktop to be
offered to consumers in 2020. By 2025, Windows as an actual desktop operating system will be a
niche product.
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Sound crazy? Uh, you do know that Microsoft already really, really wants you to “rent” Office 365
rather than buy Office 2019, don’t you?
But what about games, you say? We’ll always have Windows for games! Will we? Google, with its
Google Stadia gaming cloud service, is betting we’re ready to move our games to the cloud as well.
It’s no pipe dream. Valve has been doing pretty well for years now with its Steam variation on this
theme.

So where is all this taking us?
I see a world where the PC desktop disappears for all but a few. Most of us will be writing our
documents, filling out our spreadsheets and doing whatever else we now do on our PCs via cloudbased applications on smart terminals running Chrome OS or Windows Lite.
If you want a “real” PC, your choices are going to be Linux or macOS.
Well, maybe we’ll still have Linux and macOS. None of the major Linux companies — Canonical,
Red Hat, SUSE — makes the desktop a priority anymore. The Linux desktop will continue on, but it
will keep going in the same way it is now: a platform only for power-using enthusiasts.
MacOS, which also has Unix as its root, is essential in some fields. But Mac sales make up a smaller
and smaller percentage of Apple’s bottom line. I know Computerworld’s own Jonny Evans hopes
2019 will be the year Macs make serious inroads into the PC market. I can’t see it.
It’s not that Macs aren’t great. They are. My friends who do serious video work swear by them. But
remember what I said about people becoming less technical?
There will also be some people who need the power that can only come from having fast processors
and speedy storage right on their desktop. But our numbers are growing smaller — just like the
world of desktop PCs.
Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols has been writing about technology and the business of technology
since CP/M-80 was the cutting-edge PC operating system, 300bps was a fast Internet connection,
WordStar was the state-of-the-art word processor, and we liked it!

By Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols								GUM
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A DIY Guide To Creating Your Own Family
History Video
This is a guest post by Dr. Clinton Moore, founder of Long Yarn Films. After years of interviewing
people as a psychologist, Clinton shifted his skills to producing family history and life story videos
in Sydney, Australia. His genealogy journey began when he realized his 90-year-old grandmother
held a wealth of family history that had never been recorded.
You’ve poured days if not months of work into collating a comprehensive family tree through your
MyHeritage research. You’ve even signed the entire family up for DNA tests to really get an idea of
where you come from. Now what? How are you going to preserve this priceless family history?
Many people stop at this point, with a sea of names and dates strewn across the table or hastily
dumped into a scrapbook. But as an old friend of mine used to say, “research isn’t finished until it’s
published.” Sure, there’s always the classic family history word document that gets sent around the
clan, but will it actually ever be read?
Today I want to look at an alternative and engaging way to present your family history that the
grandkids just might be willing to watch; a family history video.

What Is A Family History Video?
A family history video is a filmed interview in which you share the history and life stories that you
have discovered through your genealogy research. By seeing and hearing these tales from you, the
audience gets to connect with your passion. It’s a lot like listening to stories around a camp-fire.

How Do I Incorporate My Research?
The first task is to collate all of your
marvellous genealogy research into
something that will translate well to video.
Let’s be clear though; this does not mean
reciting names and dates for 20 minutes!
Remember that we want to make your
family history video engaging, and that
means telling a story. Stories are the way we
communicate with our world. They allow us
to turn dull facts into intriguing tales.
It’s that funny anecdote you share with your
neighbour over the fence.
To start crafting your family history stories,
lay out your family timeline or tree. This
gives you a big picture view.
Next, choose the most interesting characters
or moments.
Finally, break down each of these interesting
sections into the DNA of a good story.
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As you can see there are five steps to telling a story that will hold attention. The best stories will:
1. Have a main character that
2. Faces a problem, which
3. They have to try and solve before
4. They take action and finally
5. Experience an outcome
Of course, not every story you’ll want to tell is going to follow this format. Sometimes you will need
to convey a few simple facts. But aim to tell anecdotes using the Story DNA technique as often as
possible to really click with your audience.

Preparing To Film
Preparing for your video is arguably more important than the filming itself. I like to use the CLIPS
approach with clients so that nothing is forgotten:

Let’s break the sections down.
Clothing – What are you going to wear? It seems like a simple question, but it can cause issues
if left until the last minute. Remember that you’re creating an archival document for future
generations, so wear clothes that are ref lective of the real you.
Location – Where are you going to film? This is about balancing practicalities and sentiment. You
may be tempted to film outside, but this can introduce lots of environmental distractions. Instead,
aim for a quiet place inside where you feel comfortable.
Interviewer – Who is going to interview you? You can try to do it yourself, but most people find it
easier to talk to another person. Choose a person with whom you can talk easily. Surprisingly, this
might not always be a close family member.
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Participants – Who is going to be interviewed? You can opt to do a solo interview, which is the
easiest option. But you could also consider getting other family members to share their stories,
having couples interview together, or even braver bringing in the grandchildren.
Stories – What stories are you going to tell? Using the Story DNA technique above have all of the
stories that you want to tell written down before you step in front of the camera.

Creating Interview Questions
The first step is to determine the focus of your video. Your family history video could focus on your
family heritage, your own living history, or a bit of both. Once you’ve decided on what you want
to focus, grab some paper and start brainstorming aligned topics such as ancestry, schooling, the
early years, career etc. Now that you have a list of possible topics, go back to your best Story DNA
characters/moments and start crafting related questions for your interviewer to ask.
The key is to create open-ended questions. These are questions that phrase things in such a way that
you’re compelled to reply with more than just “yes” or “no.” These types of questions often start
with “what”, “how”, and “why.” Remember to tailor your choices to what you want to archive.

Filming Your Family History Video
As this is a do-it-yourself guide, we’ll assume you are most likely to be using either a mobile phone
or digital camera to create your family history video. These are great tools for anyone on a budget,
but they require a bit of extra work to produce their best quality.
Strangely enough, it’s audio that can make or break your video. After all, if people can’t hear you
talking about your family history, then all the beautiful cinematography in the world counts for
nothing. For this reason, make recorded audio quality your first priority. The two options available
are to either sit as close as possible to the camera or to spend a small amount of money on a
microphone. Even a cheap $20 lavalier microphone is going to produce better audio quality than
your on-camera microphone.
The second most important factor is lighting. We want your great-grandchildren to be able to see
the expressions on your face. As a professional lighting setup is both expensive and requires a lot of
practice to master, we’ll rely on natural light using technique called “feathering.” The easiest way to
feather is to find a nice big window in your home. Sit right at the edge of the window and have your
chair about a metre away from the wall as you can see in the photo below:

Now when you place the camera opposite yourself, you will get beautiful soft light across your face.
Lastly, be sure to stabilize your camera. If you’re using a mobile phone then a cheap mini-tripod is a
must. For a larger camera, you could either invest in a light tripod or at the very least try to balance
it on a f lat surface around the same height as your face.
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Making Your Family History Video More Personal
To give your film something special, consider showing important objects from your history. This
might be a family heirloom or even the family pet. It’s a wonderful addition to have you presenting
the item and sharing your passion. Another great extra is to show some photographs. This can
be done easily just by holding them up as you talk. If you’re a bit more tech-savvy you can also
scan your images and insert them into your final video with editing software, e.g. Adobe Premier
Elements.

Finalizing Your Video
If you would like to avoid having to edit your family history video, then aim to film your interview
in one sitting and accept that there may be some pauses and “umms” throughout. Don’t be scared of
editing your video, however. Most home computers come with bundled video editing software that
will allow you to make basic edits and insert titles. There are also plenty of mobile phone apps that
will allow you to edit directly on your phone. Whilst editing is more effort, the final product will
look much better and is guaranteed to engage your audience more.

In Summary
Creating your own family history video is possible for anyone willing to do a bit of preparation. It’s
a wonderful way to compile all of your MyHeritage research into a package that can be shared with
relatives all over the globe.

Remember:
•

Prepare for all the practical aspects using CLIPS.

•

Break down your Story DNA.

•

Create interview questions that are open-ended.

• 	Spend time getting your audio and lighting spot on. It never hurts to do a quick trial
interview.
Most importantly have fun and enjoy creating this timeless keepsake. They truly are something you
and your relatives will cherish for generations to come.

Clinton Moore										GUM
GUM would be interested to hear from any members who have made a home video like the one
described above. We don’t mean a video of a celebration or a barbecue, but something planned.
Please send details to editor@vicgum.asn.au
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For those who use Ancestry, an update
for you

The International Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies (IAJGS) was invited to participate in an
invitation-only conference call with Ancestry staff and other genealogical reporters where they introduced
two improved features: new member profile and new messenger. While both are in Beta they are 100 percent
available to users.

New Profile
As with the “old” profile, to access it go where it says account (upper right) and on the drop box click on
profile. Under your name is a green BETA sign. If it is gray then it is off, and switch it to on. Make certain
it is on. On the same “ribbon” it will say “You’re viewing the new profile”. On the left it will say “personal
profile”.
Similar to the “old” profile it will have your name, location, websites, language(s) spoken, research interests.
There is a place for a photo. Ancestry has researched and found any photo and location filled in will result
in a three-fold increase in your responses. It can be a photo of you, your pet or anything, as long as there is a
photo there the response rate is higher. Crista Cowen , the Barefoot Genealogist, uses a photo of her feet!
On the new profile are also your DNA estimates along with matches. These only appear in your private
profile not your public profile. Displaying the name of private searchable trees, people, records one still has
to grant permission for others to access this on your profile. There is also the opportunity to add a link to a
personal website that you would like to share with others—see the paper clip just below it lists the date you
became an Ancestry member.
On your public tree the personal profile is on the upper left. The public profile does not contain your
ethnicity estimates. However, if you want your ethnicity matches on your public profile you can choose
everyone on Ancestry or only you on your personal profile. The public profile has your photograph, name,
location, date before since you were a member, the last time you logged in, the language(s) you speak, and
your research interests. If you have a family tree uploaded it will also display your family tree if you have
designated it as a public tree.
For privacy concerns “new DNA Matches” cannot be shown to anyone.

Messaging
For those of us who have been wondering if someone actually received our emails through Ancestry this
is a big improvement. This has been rolled out as a Beta and not all subscribers and guests will get it
immediately-but will in a short period of time. Worldwide it will be available by June. What is a big positive
is that it is in real time! This will tell us if our messages were read and more.
The IAJGS were advised that the “folders” capability will not be migrated over and there was some
discussion among the invited guests about this. Whether Ancestry will reconsider this at a later date was not
discussed.
Another enhancement is one can send attachments or copy a link in the new messaging system.
One can search the body and content of the message.
At the time of writing this posting there is nothing on the Ancestry website about these new changes. Watch
for them - certain they will be forthcoming.
Their most recent blog post is about the new features they introduced at RootsTech this year on ThruLines,
MyTreeTags and improved DNA Matching. (See David’s articles Ed)
https://blogs.ancestry.com/ancestry/2019/04/09/you-asked-we-answered-new-updates-to-our-latest-innovations/

Disclaimer
I have no relationship with Ancestry and am posting this solely for the information of the reader.

Bubbles Segall										GUM
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Is That Book Still Under Copyright?
Genealogists use old books more often than most other people. Indeed, we also want to take
excerpts from an old book and publish those excerpts as part of our own family’s genealogy.
However, is that legal? Does the book still enjoy copyright protection?
Under U.S. laws, the answer is simple for books published prior to 1924: the book is now in the
public domain (not copyrighted). For books, films, and other works published in 1924 or later,
however, the question quickly becomes complicated.
Anything published in 1924 will remain under copyright until the year 2020, anything published in
1925 will remain under copyright until the year 2021, and so on.
The U.S. Constitution gives Congress the right to bestow exclusive rights to a creator for “limited
times.” Unfortunately, the words “limited times” were not precisely defined in the Constitution and
politicians since then have specified longer and longer periods of copyright protection.
In the first copyright act in 1790, copyright protection was limited to 14 years, with the option to
apply for an automatically granted 14-year renewal. By 1909, copyright protection was increased to
28 years, with the option to apply for an automatically granted 28 year renewal.
There was a further complication: copyrights back then had to be renewed, and often the
rightsholder wouldn’t bother filing the paperwork. If they did, the paperwork could be lost. There is
no single computer database listing the copyright dates of every publication. Indeed, there isn’t even
a single office or other location where anyone can look at paper records listing copyright expiration
dates. In short, you cannot easily find the copyright expiration date of any of the older publications.
The cost of figuring out who owns the rights to a given book can end up being greater than the
market value of the book itself.
In 1976, the U.S. copyright laws were radically changed to agree with the Berne Convention, an
international agreement originally signed in 1886. All new books were switched to an expiration
date of the author’s life plus 50 years. In 1998, an act named for Sonny Bono, who was recently
deceased and always was a defender of Hollywood’s expansive rights, bumped that to 70 years.
These new restrictions applied only to books published on or after the date of the new laws. Older
books were not impacted.
So the original question was, “Is That Book Still Under Copyright?” The only accurate answer for
books published in 1924 or later is: “Maybe.”

Dick Eastman										GUM
You can contact the Australian Copyright Council at: http://www.copyright.org.au/
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IGRS adds New Records to its
Early Irish BMD Indexes
The following was written by the Irish Genealogical Research Society:
The Society has added a further tranche of records
to its Early Irish Birth, Marriage and Death Indexes.
This update adds a further 8,325 births and
5,000 marriages, all drawn from lessor known or
underused sources. The total number of names noted
among the births is now 70,000 and for marriages
213,000. Overall, between the three databases, there
is now a total of 320,000 names.
Included among the newly added marriages are 1,000
events drawn from the Registry of Deeds, which
brings the total number of marriages in the index
drawn from there to 10,000. While lots of these are
formal pre-marriage settlements for wealthy people,
there are examples of others for quite ordinary folk,
including one dowry amounting to as little as £30.
This was for the union of Thomas Shee, a farmer, and his bride Ellis Lanigan, a farmer’s daughter.
Both bride and groom were from Co Kilkenny and they married in 1772.
Other additions to the marriages are 4,000 references drawn from the Killaloe Marriage Licence
Index. The index, which covers licences issued during the years 1719-1845, is all that survives.
Originally, it was the finding aid to the more detailed marriage licence bonds, but these were
destroyed in the Public Record Office fire in 1922. The diocese of Killaloe comprises approximately
85 Church of Ireland parishes from across the counties of Clare, Galway, Laois (Queens), Limerick,
Offaly (Kings), and Tipperary. Given that the penal laws placed heavy strictures upon the Catholic
population, it’s worth remembering that a proportion of the marriages were actually those
contracted between Catholics, but who were protecting their interests by being married according
to the rites of the Church of Ireland, the established, Protestant state church.
The 8,325 births newly added to the database are all drawn from the Carrick-on-Suir Census of
1799. Carrick is a town and parish which straddles the boundary between counties of Tipperary and
Waterford. Although references to births are easy to extrapolate from the Carrick census, this is not
the case for marriages because while addresses and ages are given clearly, family relationships are
not spelled out. Given this, marriages have not been extracted.
However, that said there are indications within the records. Take, for instance, the Crowley
family living in River Lane West: John (aged 35), Margaret (aged 38) and their three children,
Catherine, Jillen and Bridget. Living with them are a widow and a single woman, both described
as relations: Jillen Driscoll (aged 62), and Catherine Driscoll (aged 40). It is reasonable to suppose,
subject to verification, that Mrs Margaret Crowley, aged 38, was a daughter of Jillen Driscoll, and
that Catherine Driscoll was her sister. Also, this would indicate that John Crowley married Miss
Margaret Driscoll sometime before 1790, prior to the birth of their eldest child noted in the census,
being Catherine, aged 9.
You can search the databases here:
Marriage Index – Free to all
https://www.irishancestors.ie/?page_id=1926

Dick Eastman										GUM
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DNA CSV Match Files: How To Define
Your Own Format
When you get your DNA test done, you can upload your raw DNA file to a matching service such as
GEDMatch, or use DNAGedcom to retrieve your match results from Ancestry, 23andMe, or Family
Tree DNA.
When the matching process is complete, you can download a CSV (Comma Separated Value)
spreadsheet with all your matches.
Charting Companion enables you to combine the match results with a Descendant Tree, giving you
a DNA Matrix that describes the relationships in a clear and simple diagram.
Charting Companion automatically recognizes twenty-three of the most common and popular CSV
match file formats.

Note: Some of the details on this screen shot have been deliberately blurred
If your CSV match file is not identified by Charting Companion, or if you have built your own
custom match file, you can get Charting Companion to recognize it by labelling it as a "Userdefined" file, and telling CC where the columns are located. CC needs only three columns: Kit No.
1, Kit No. 2, and the total match length in cM (centiMorgans).
In the example above, the second row (highlighted in blue) contains the original column headers
that were in the file. The first row (yellow) are the standard CC column headers assigned by the
user: Kit 1, Kit 2, Chromosome number, start, end and length. All other columns are ignored.
To assign column headers to your own CSV match file, simply click on the "View" button in the
DNA Matrix tab of the options dialog. See Help File or User Guide for complete details.
Charting Companion works with all genealogy programs: Family Tree Maker, RootsMagic,
Legacy, Ancestral Quest, Family Historian, GEDCOM, etc. You can also download your Ancestry,
FamilySearch or MyHeritage GEDCOM file.
Charting Companion is compatible with Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10.

Pierre Clouthier,
			

President, Progeny Genealogy 				

GUM		

PS: Please forward this to friends who want to tell the story of their family.

Note: To run this chart, you need Charting Companion Version 7 which can run as a stand alone
application or as a plugin to Family Tree Maker see: https://progenygenealogy.com/
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What’s happening in GUM?
No More Printed Newsletters
As advised last month, GUM has ceased to produce printed newsletters.
All those members who had paid extra for a printed newsletter have had
their subscription extended by the residual amount. When you receive
your email newsletter it will advise that your subscription is CURRENT,
or your subscription is DUE. We do not send out newsletters to those
members who are OVERDUE!

			

Of course you can log in to the GUM web page and check your
subscription status at any time by looking at MY ACCOUNT. Also on
MY ACCOUNT you can edit your details, renew your subscription,
change your subscription, Reset your password, Purchase software at a
10% discount, Look at Member Videos and download past GUM 			
newsletters..... back to May 2005. They are indexed as well.

Subscription Reminders
These are sent out at the beginning of each month to all those who are DUE and a second email is
sent to all those who are OVERDUE by one month. This is additional to the reminders that go out
with the newsletter as noted above. These manual reminders are additional to the automatic one
sent out by the web page. Note that if you are overdue you are effectively unfinancial and you will
not receive newsletters, or software discounts, etc. Being a volunteer group we do not want to use
volunteer time to chase late payments and we expect GUM members to respond promptly to the
reminders.
And of course if you renew online you save our finance folk additional work. Being a totally
volunteer group, we are very aware of not overworking our volunteers, especially the committee.
They all give their time for the benefit of GUM freely but you can help by paying your subs on time.
Subs are only $50 per year, about the cost of a cup of coffee per month and have been unchanged
since 2013. The value exceeds the price!
As always, if you have a query please either ring the office on Wednesdays between 10:30 am and
2:30 pm (03 9078 4738) or send an email to info@vicgum.asn.au. This email goes to a number of the
committee and the appropriate person will respond, usually inside 24 hours including weekends.
What other volunteer organisation offers that kind of service?

Newsletter Contributions - why so few?
We have had some recent excellent member contributions. Wayne Hardie’s Gardening Notes,
and the current DNA series by David Stephen. We have also had some interesting photos for the
front page. But what about the rest of the GUM membership? It is very straightforward to fill the
newsletter with material taken from online, e.g. Dick Eastman, but as editor I would like to see a
better mixture of articles from GUM members. Details of how to submit articles always appears
in the GUM Management page toward the back of each newsletter. You don’t have to worry about
formatting, that is the editor’s job and assistance can be provided on any other aspect. Personally I
am a little disappointed at the apathy of GUM members in this respect as I think that the member
contribution should be much, much stronger. As I have stated before, it is your organisation and
I know that there are a lot of smart folk out there and just about all of you have a computer, email
and can write. So what is the problem? Please overwhelm me with copy. Copy can be sent to
editor@vicgum.asn.au and note the simple guidelines on page 29.

John Donaldson										GUM		
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How to fix Gmail’s cluttered design with a
simple Chrome extension

If you’re annoyed by Gmail’s cluttered design, you’re not alone. Its lead designer from 2008 to 2012,
Michael Leggett, recently spoke to Fast Company about how much it bugs him — and how he built
a Chrome extension to fix the problem.
Leggett created Simplify Gmail:
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/simplify-gmail/pbmlfaiicoikhdbjagjbglnbfcbcojpj/related

a free Chrome extension that removes all icons from the left and right sides of the home screen.
Every chat, folder, starred email, and add-on is gone. The Gmail logo at the top of the screen is also
removed. In the end, you’re left with a nice, clear view of your primary inbox — and not much else
Simplify Gmail does exactly what it sounds like it should do.

Image: Simplify Gmail
It’s a utilitarian approach to email that definitely isn’t suitable for everyone, but those who obsess
over a clean workspace will love it. I’d easily recommend this extension to anyone who needs to get
through a huge stack of emails.
Leggett has long specialized in helping people sort through emails. He told Fast Company that
Google’s insistence on adding other services to Gmail eventually led to the creation of Inbox,
another famous project he led at Google.
Google killed Inbox earlier this year, to the dismay of many dedicated users. Leggett decided
soon after to release his extension to the public. So let this be a reminder that if you, like the lead
designer of Gmail, are getting tired of Gmail’s new features — you can always try fixing it with a
Chrome extension.

Alex Perry Mashable									GUM
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GUM Subscriptions

One Year

Joining Fee (once off)			
Yearly Subscription 				

$15.00
$50.00 (Includes an emailed newsletter)

Joint Members (2 members at the same address)
Joining Fee (once off)			
Yearly Subscription 				

$25.00
$65.00 (Includes an emailed newsletter)

Two Years
Joining Fee (once off)			
Biennial Subscription 			

$15.00
$100.00 (Includes an emailed newsletter)

Joint Members (2 members at the same address)
Joining Fee (once off)			
Biennial Subscription 			

$25.00
$130.00 (Includes an emailed newsletter)

					

https://www.vicgum.asn.au/ and click on the VICGUM MEMBERSHIP link

GUM

Scanning Workshop Photos
			

			

GUM
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Doug Elms
John Donaldson
David Stephen
Bob Mullner

03 9809 4854
0438 670 003
0418 714 992
03 9509 8129

Committee:
Laura Black
Jim Hill
John Killip
Malcolm Kingston

0425 703 350
0405 320 762
03 9569 6137
03 8707 5994

Alyson Kosina
Margaret Ockwell
Robyn Pidcock
Bubbles Segall

0410 611 259
0417 161 112
03 9842 1036
0488 066 387

Membership Officer:
John Donaldson

0438 670 003

Office Manager:
Bob Mullner		
03 9078 4738
Wednesday (10:30 am-2:30 pm)
Software Sales		
03 9078 4738
& Distribution
email: 		
sales@vicgum.asn.au
Webmaster:

webmaster@vicgum.asn.au

Any General Committee Enquiries
info@vicgum.asn.au
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SOFTWARE for SALE
Family Tree Maker
Software MacKiev

IN STOCK !!!!
FTM 2017 (Win) and
FTM 2017 (Mac)
DVD and USB contains both Win and Mac
versions!
Prices
Upgrade
Full product

DVD Version
$80.00
$130.00

USB Version
Postage
$94.00
A
$144.00
A

Helpful Links to Software MacKiev
Check Registration

(Lets you check that you have correctly registered your installed FTM)

http://www.mackiev.com/techsupport/ftm/check_registration.html
Sign up for Newsletter
http://www.mackiev.com/ftm/index.html
Minimum Requirements
Windows Edition

Operating System: Windows 7 or later, including Windows 10

Mac Edition

Operating System: macOS 10.9 or later, including macOS 10.14.x Mojave

									
NOTE: GUM members receive a 10% discount on the RRP for
software (excludes postage) if ordered on the GUM website.
Excludes the Getting the best out of FTM which has a special
discount for GUM members
POSTAGE CHARGES								

Category
A

Cost

$4.00

												
								
												GUM
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REUNION 12 (MAC)

New Version 12 for Mac (See page 14 January 2018 newsletter)
Note, to run Reunion 12 you will need Operating System: macOS 10.7 or
later, including macOS Mojave 10.14.x
Note no more CDs. Available through GUM as a download only

		

Full Download
Upgrade Download

$145.00
$80.00

Payment Options
Cheques and money orders (including the relevant postage) are to be made payable to
Victorian GUM Inc. and sent to: PO Box 397 Collins Street West VIC 8007. Credit card
facilities via telephone are available through VicGUM®, The Genealogical Society of
Victoria Inc. (GSV) in Melbourne and The Society of Australian Genealogists (SAG) in
Sydney. (The minimum amount is $10.00.)
For details of what is available see the bottom of the VicGUM® software page or ring the
GUM Office 03 9078 4738 Wednesdays. 10:30 am to 2:30 pm; or go to:
www.vicgum.asn.au/ Then click on Software & Sales
Bank Account: Software can be purchased via the GUM Website, through your bank or
by using your Internet banking facilities. The details you require are: ANZ Bank,
BSB 013-030, Account No: 79 87792
Please email details of your order to
sales@vicgum.asn.au
You can also pay with your credit or debit card using the secure PayPal facility.
(You do not need to have a PayPal account to do this)
				
							
			

												GUM
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GUM Books
So you are Totally New to Family Tree Maker Book (now available)
New third edition. The first in a series about FTM, this book covers
the absolute basics for new users, so that users with little computer
knowledge can get up and running. New third edition Specifically
revised for FTM 2017 and is in full colour
Cost: $25.00 RRP

(plus Postage A)

GUM CDs and DVDs
NEW and Revised GUM FTM Instructional CD Version 2.2
Second Edition (see page 15 of the November newsletter for details)
DVD

45 videos

Instructional Video
Second Edition 2.2
March 2018

© Copyright 2018

			

Exclusive to GUM. Contains 45 tutorials (up from 26) on using
Family Tree Maker 2017. Play them as often as you like.
A MUST for all FTM users!
Cost: $10.00 RRP (plus Postage A)
DVD #1 FTM ‘Input’ Melbourne Seminar 3 October 2016

Getting the best out of

Family Tree Maker
Melbourne Seminar

Duff Wilson
John Donaldson
Doug Elms

3 October 2016

This is the one featuring Duff Wilson and covers all the key issues
about inputting data into FTM. Facts, Sources, Media, etc.
Over 4 hours of vital information
		
Cost: GUM Members $35 (plus Postage A)
				
Non Members $45 (plus Postage A)
DVD #2 FTM ‘Output’ Ballarat Seminar 24 September 2017

Getting the Best out of
Family Tree Maker
Ballarat Seminar

John Donaldson
Doug Elms
David Stephen

24 September 2017
DVD

All rights to this DVD reserved

The video of the Ballarat seminar on the output features in
FTM 2017. Over 3 hours of video on reports, charts books, and web
Cost: GUM Members $35 (plus Postage A)
Non Members $45 (plus Postage A)
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